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Keith changed
to office space
BY T.G. MOORK
News Editor
Keith Hall will soon be converted from
a women's dormitory to additional
faculty office space, as a result of action
by the Board of Regents last week.
Although the Board's
approval of
President Dr. Robert Martin's recommendation contained no deadline for the
conversion, female students will no
longer be housed in Keith Hall beginning
probably next semester.
The action comes in the midst of an
apparent housing shortage on campus.
In the past two weeks, students over 21
and living on campus have been asked if
they would be interested or could move
off-campus, and students with private
rooms have been asked to take in a
roommate.
President Martin's recommendation to
the Board gave no indication that the
conversion of Keith Hall would create
problems in student housing, and the
Board did not question the recommendation in this respect.
Martin told the Board a self-study for
the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools "indicated to us that one of our
serious problems on campus is adequate
office space for faculty."
Martin requested and received
authorization of the Board to request
permission of the State Council on Public
Higher Education for the conversion of
Keith Hall. The state Department of
Finance and Administration will also be
involved in the project.
The board
authorized Martin to recommend the
firm of Wilson Bond and Associates, of
Lexington, to the state as architect for
the project.
In other action, the Board approved the
construction of a road across university
property between Keene Hall and the
Law Enforcement Center to connect the
center with Kit Carson Drive in the
vicinity of the university dairy barn and
the Eastern Bypass. The project is to be

carried out by the state bureau of highways, but paid for with university bond
funds.
The Board acted on what President
Martin termed a "present and urgent
need" for renovation of two university
buildings. First priority was given to the
Foster Music Building, to be renovated at
an estimated cost of $350,000. The project
will be funded through excess prodeeds
of the university's Consolidated
Educational Buildings Revenue Bonds,
Series K which had been used for construction of the Jane F. Campbell
Building
Whatever funds are left after
renovation of the Foster Building will be
used toward renovation of the Cammack
Building. Martin told the Board that the
Cammack project would cost an
estimated $500,000.
The regents also approved the formation of a new Bachelor's Degree
program
in
Medical
Records
Administration.
The university
currently provides an associate degree
program in the major, and Saturday's
action by the Board elevates the program
to a. full US degree.
Students will now be allowed to minor
in Military Science, as a result of board
action. Both academic matters were
recommended to the board by John
Rowlett, Vice-President for Academic
Affairs and Chairman of the university
Council on Academic Affairs.
The board acted on a recommendation
by President Martin to begin preliminary
planning for a modern center for continuing education. The facility would be
located on the university's Hall Farm
property behind Keene Hall. Martin said
the "very much needed facility would
become the focal point for our program
for continuing education and adult
education."
Martin emphasized that planning for
the project is "preliminary," but said "I
would place it in highest priority in
planning future buildings."

Senate opposes rejection
ot mal<Thomecoming bid
BY DIANA TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The newly-elected Student Senate was
greeted at its first meeting Tuesday night
by encouraging words from President
Gary Gray, administrative advisor Dr.
Thomas D. Myers and a controversial
motion proposed by Senator Roger
Burke.
Dr. Myers told the 51 members present
that "the best way to get something done
through the Senate is to develop a
philosophy of knowing that this body is
one of credibility."
He also said that the body has come a
long way from the approach of "what can
we gripe about tonight" to a knowledge
that a lot of work is involved in any
proposal.
In a similar vein. President Gray in
essence told the Senators what is expected of them. "You are encouraged to
introduce proposals, but you must also be
willing to work on those proposals to see
lhat they are accomplished."
Under
the category
of new
business
Burke was elected Speaker Pro-Tern,

an honorary position under which .*wrt
assume the duties of the vice presidet if
she becomes unable to serve. Burke
represents the College of
Arts and
Sciences. Bernard O'Brien from the
College of Business will serve as the
Senate's parliamentarian.
Burke then introduced the following
• motion:
Whereas: This elected body in the past
has a solid record of opposition to sex
discrimination in any and-or all forms
and
Whereas:
The actions of the
homecoming committee in disallowing
the candidacy of one Thomas Schultz is
no more than a disqualification solely on
the basis of sex,
I move that this duly elected body: 1.
goon record as opposing the committee's
decision; 2. ask the university to cancel
homecoming
election because of its
policy of sex discrimination; 3. urge all
students at this university to boycott
homecoming activities; and 4. urge all
students who vote in the homecoming
t Continued On Page Eight)

The fifteen homecoming queen finalists will be chosen by a
campus-wide election, October 22. The ballot box will be located
in the main lobby of the Powell Building from 10 a.m. until 4:30
p.m. All students will vote for any three candidates.
The queen candidates include (front'row seated, from left)
Jackie Kidd, Aleta Merkel, Sheila Easterday, Debra Elmore,
Kim Chiaramonte, Mary Beth Smith, Cathi Jones, and Julie

W. Ed Parker, the American Party candidate for U.S. Senate, talks with WEKUFM News Director John Sullivan during a live broadcast last week of "A Lood
At...". A Louisville engineer, Parker faces Democrat Gov. Wendell Ford and Sen.

Marlow Cook, R-Ky., in the November election. Parker said during the program,
which was also carried live on campus closed-circuit television, that inflation and
the economy are the number one issues in the election.

American Party candidate

Parker calls inflation 'number one problem'
BY T. G. MOORE
favors trimming "wasteful spending" in
News Editor
the U.S. defense budget.
The American Party candidate for the
"I think it's very regretful that our
U.S. Senate said last week that inflation
leaders in Washington today are going
is the number one problem facing the
through all the different conferences and
nation, and proposed several measures
so forth that they have up there at thei
solutions.
Ed Parker, of Louisville,
present time, eithen^iretending that they
made the statement during an interview,
don't know what causes inflation or else.,
on WEKU-FM's weekly program "A Look
they're just trying to fool the American
At...".
' people," Parker said.
Parker, employed as a manufacturing
According to Parker, the two major
engineer at Louisville's General
causes of inflation are the fact that "in 40
Electric Appliance Park, said Wedout of the last 42 years, the federal
nesday night he would seek to balance
government has been spending more
the fedeal budget and cut down on
money than it has been receiving" and
government spending if elected to the
that the government controls the printing
Senate this November.
of money, which Parker said was an
His opponents in the election are
undesirable situation since paper money
Republican incumbent Marlow Cook, and
today is not backed by gold or silver.
Gov. Wendell Ford, a Democrat.
In response to Parker's proposal to cut
federal taxes to fight inflation, program
Parker also said he favors decreased
host John Sullivan asked Parker
foreign aid on the grounds it contributes
whether he seriously believed Congress
to domestic inflation, opposes most
would reduce taxes. "I think they're
forms of welfare and federal housing and

going to have to, or else the country is
going to be bankrupt. I mean it is
bankrupt now, they ust haven't told
anybody about it," Parker said.
"It's just a question of when the bust
comes," said Parker, adding that if the
government were to list all of the
country's financial assets and compare
them to the nation's debts, "we owe more
than our country's worth, financially'
speaking."
Parker discussed his position on a
number of other issues. He opposes the
Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution because it "lowers women to the
status of men," and would create more
problems than it would solve.
He
generally opposes the common concept
of women's liberation.
He feels the energy shortage is
"contrived, by people in high places in
our government, in the oil industries and
other industries" and said as a Senator,
he would seek to correct what he feels is a

false image of the energy shortage.
Parker countered the suggestion that
his party has been criticized as racist,
saying his party advocates "individual
rights," including the right to resist
court-ordered school busing.
Expressing a hard-line position on law
and order. Parker said he was against
any form of gun control.
Parker opposes a National Health Care
program, saying it would prove to be
another "boondoggle" of federal
bureaucracy
He favors sme form of
campaign reform, proposing that no
candidate for public office be allowed to
spend more on his campaign than the
candidate would draw as a salary during
his first year in office
In polls taken by the American Parly,
Parker said "between 60 and 70 of the
people questioned support most of the
things in our platform" and added "if
people want to change things, they haveonly one choice, and that's me."

Republican incumbent

Cook admits Watergate may hurt chances
BY T. G. MOORE
News Editor
Over 100 persons, mostly students,
packed the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building last Thursday to see and
talk with Sen. Marlow Cook, R-Ky. Cook
is seeking re-election on Nov. 5 against
Democratic Gov. Wendell Ford and
American Party candidate Ed Parker.
The Senator's appearance on campus

was brief, but he managed to spend over
an hour with students listening to their
complaints and suggestions. When Gov.
Ford was on campus earlier in the week,
his only contact with students was in a
private meeting with local veterans who
were seeking increased government
benefits. Ford's other appearances were
at official functions with university officials.
In brief, prepared remarks, Cook noted

that running on the GOP ticket in this
election is "not the greatest feat to be
undertaken." He said the recent scandal
in former President .Nixon's administration could well serve to his
disadvantage and hinted at an increasing
rift between the new administration in
Washington.
' •
Cook urged increased participation by
students in the upcoming election "and in
the political system in general." He said

"I know sometimes county clerks make
it dufficult for you to register for absentee ballots" but said it was imperative for young people to lake advantage of ther right to vole.
He noted lhat of the 18 to 21 year age
group, only 28 percent of Jhosc registered
actually voted in 1972, and lhat in all age
groups, "I don't think we've ever gone'
(Continued On Page Eight!

"Homecoming, candidates await October 22 election
Holbrook. Second row standing (from left) Shelley Lueders.
Debby Darling, Miriam Martin, Michal Holmes, Glenda Pearman, Mary McKerizie, Rose McFarland. Angela Wardrip, and
Patti Denton. Back row standing (from left) Anita Bert rand.
Mary McComb, Kim Mauntel, and Cathy Fields.

I

Other pre-candidates are (front rov<seated, from left) Mariko
Kanamori, Connie Kane, Margaret Higgins. Kim Parsons. Donna
Wells, Nancy Lott, and Sherry Moore. Second row standing < from
left) Brenda Todd, Tracy McQuade, Beth Pulliam. Linda
Chesnut. Sally Blake, Pam Miller. Gerri Hollencamp. Kim Ryscr. '

i

Kay Husltey, and Patty Barber. Back row standing (from left)
Terry Thomas, Glenda Hafley, Toni Smith, Linda Noel, and
Vivian Poindexter Due to a misunderstanding with a spon
soring organization, Miss Poindexter will not be included on the
ballot October 22.
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Despite 'requirements' clarification

\

CUC still has room for improvement
believes that a "special broad
general education cannot be
offered inside of orthodox
disciplines."
So now we know what
constitutes
"university
requirements" which fall under
CUC.
The question now
concerning us is should all of
these courses be required of the
student by the university?
Let us now examine GSH 281
for a moment. Many students
feel this course is not what it
should be and many question
whether it should be a
requirement at all. According to
Dean Lewis, health is taught by
people outside of CUC. He says
these are faculty teaching health
who are "loaned from the
physical education department
and that teaching is mostly done
by graduate assistants and
coaches."
According to Lewis no attempt
that he knows of has been made
to study the health curriculum
closely and evaluate its
effectiveness since he has been
here in 1966. He believes that
there are about "half and half
professionals teaching in health.
Are we just supposed to chalk
it up to bad luck if we get one of
those faculty members who is
not a "professional?" Don't we

In a recent editorial in the
Progress concerning Central
University College requirements
(CUC), there were a few points
needing clarification.
Various faculty members in
the article spoke of "abolishing"
CUC requirements and that
"they were a waste of time."
The Progress has since learned
that there are no CUC
requirements per se but these
are
actually
"university
"requirements" falling under the
jurisdiction
of
Central
University College.
The requirements include: six
hours of GSE (freshman
English);
six
hours
of
GSClscience wth labs); six
hours of GSS(Civilization); two
hours of GSH (health); and GSO
(freshman orientation). These
hours total 23. The rest of the
general courses which students
"must" take to complete their
four years here are the general
education requirements.
According to Clyde Lewis,
dean of Central University
College "the CUC curriculum is
functioning
to
offer
interdisciplinary courses which
cover a broader scope than
which can be offered in other
departments."
Lewis also

deserve more for our money and
time?
Lewis believes that he would
have a "storm from health and
physical education people," if
they tried to change the
curriculum. "I don't want to
fight with them," he said.
Another
"university
requirement" which needs
serious attention is freshman
orientation. As it stands now it
could very well be considered a
"waste of time." Supposedly
this is a course in which to help
freshmen get oriented into
college life. Grades for the most
part are based on attendance at
various intervals throughout the
semester.
If improved
drastically it could serve a useful
purpose but at any rate, orientation should be an optional
course.
Reduction of hours in required
courses is another point of
concern. Should students be
required to take six hours of GSE
(or Science and humanities) and
take at least six hours of
literature for general education
requirements?
Why wouldn't three hours of
each be enough to give the
student a background in English
and a background in literature?

English electives could be
offered so that the student could
take these courses if he needed
them or if he is interested
in them.
This however, is a debatable
issue and not all students believe
six hours of requirements in
English, humanities and science
is asking too much. But, there
are those that do.
The major function of
CUC is in an advising capacity.
The question here is how
effective is the advising? There
are those students who would
argue
that
departmental
advisors do a much better job
and seem to take much more
interest in the student as an
individual than CUC advisors.
Could it be that a student is
treated more like a number or a
machine and has no real identity
until he reaches the last two
years of his schooling? Many
students probably feel this way.
As CUC stands now, there is
room for improvement.
It
should care enough to find out
what the students really want,
care enough to evaluate its
courses
and
instructors
carefully and care enough to see
what kind of job its advisors are
doing.

On three-day weekends

Close of facilities encourages mass student exodus
NOTICE
TO
ALL
STUDENTS: Another three day
weekend will be here tomorrow.
If you are wise you will take
some sound advice. Go home. If
you are a foreign student or just
can't afford to go home our
deepest sympathies are with
you .
You may ask why. Beginning
at 4:30 p.m. on Friday
practically
all
university
facilities begin to shut down.
You had better have a full
stomach and not count on eating
again on campus until later
Monday evening. That means

the university grill facilities.
will not be open for three days!
If you are planning on using
library facilities to work on a
term paper during a three day
weekend, forget that idea. The
library closes down too.

You may want to try your
hand at paddle ball in the Begley
Building or if you like

who are more conservative
about matters concerning sex?
I heartily encourage Mr.
Elliott to take legal action
against John Goolsby for
defamation. He (Mr Elliott)
has my full support.
One last comment: Who do
the security officials think they
are. to take it upon themselves
to decide what is moral or
immoral?
Sincerely
Melinda Hayden
Combs Hall
Dear Editor,
I want to publicly express my
thanks and the (hanks of
thousands of people who suffer
from Arthritis to the members
of the Chi Omega Sorority and
the Sigma Chi Fraternity for
their assistance during the
recent Arthritis Drive. These
students volunteered their time
and effort to assist in the door to
door canvas of Richmond. The
students collected in access of
$400, which becomes a part of
the total Madison County
contribution.
Mrs. Bruce Hoagland
Richmond-Madison County
Arthritis Campaign Chairman
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afford to or not.
It is the general consensus
that a university is built to cater
to the needs of students
attending that university. Would
it be too much to ask for three
day weekends to be included in
that deal?
If we were hermits, then
Eastern life during long
weekends wouldn't be as bad.
But, most of us are normal,
fairly active people and we do
enjoy recreation of some sort.
This is an ancient problem at
this institution. Isn't it about
time something was done about
it?

0n r

Dear r,ditor
My comments on general
education courses are addressed to the music majors
quoted in the Sept. 26
Progress '
but
similar
arguments may be made for
any major:
I was distressed that you
think general education has
no meaning for you. Without
doubting your love of music, I
submit that familiarity with
humanities and social sciences
can infinitely enhance your
appreciation of music. The
great composers did not
compose in a vacuum, or even a
practice room. They responded
to the world around them, from
the turmoil of wars and
revolutions to the lofty visions
of poets and philosophers. They
were shaped by court politics
and church history. They read
books and expressed themselves in writing.
Yes, it's
important to practice "til you
get it right," but your interpretation demands understanding
along
with
mechanical precision.
Furthermore, as future
professional musicians, you
must know something of the
world in which you'll exisl. The
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The Begley Building and
coliseum keep terrible hours
during regular weekends. How
can we expect anything better
during a longer weekend? If it
rains, as it usually does, tennis
and jogging are out as well, so
not much is left.
By this time, you should be
getting the general idea of how
this campus operates (or doesn't
operate).
In a sense, the
university forces students to go
home whether they really can

Since you can't use the library
you may decide to relax for the
weekend. But, if you're counting
on seeing a campus flick or going
bowling in the Powell Center you
lose again.

Letters tO the Editor:
Dear Editor:
Re: Your article concerning
"immoral behavior in ravine".
I was deeply disturbed after
reading this article. Eastern is
a fine university, "up-to-date"
in just about everything except
sex. I find the administration's
and security's attitude toward
sex positively medieval. I am
sincerely sorry that Mr. Elliott
and his fiancee had to suffer for
this, and they are not the only
ones who have been persecuted.
It is utterly ridiculous thattwo
students of the opposite sex five
feet apart should be forced to sit
up if found in a prone position in
the ravine! Can't two students,
regardless of sex, make
themselves comfortable in a
public place while studying? Or
will they have to worry about
their manner of sitting or lying
down, to wonder what is
"presentable"?
It was mentioned that the
Student Handbook makes no
attempt to define what is "lewd,
immoral, and obscene".
Alright. Will the administration
please put aside their prudery
and kindly tell us. the student
body, just what is "lewd, immoral, and obscene", so that we
won't offend those individuals

swimming, try the indoor pool at
the coliseum. This is all wishful
thinking of course.

future of performing arts in grader If they do, why don't
America is precarious, and they do their job by the
tomorrow's musicians may regulations set forth by this
have to fight some political school?
battles for survival. To win
them, you must understand the
There
have
been
no
system, and general education regulations set concerning the
courses can help.
way we must behave in the
Finally, you attend not a ravine. I think most of us are
conservatory, but university mature enough to know how to
which, by definition, offers act. I take no sides with either
education, not training. Just as Mr. Elliott or the security on
I urge my political science this campus.
students to attend your conI believe the students and
certs, I-urge you to approach
officials
should
areas other than music with an security
open, willing mind. You will cooperate but it's up to our
profit both as musicians and security officials to make the
first move.
Give them an
human beings.
education, and if any of you
Sincerely,
(security officials) have one,
Jane Gurganus,
please use it.
Wallace 316
Asst. Prof.
As tor John Goolsby, I have no
Political Science
respect for' such a man—not
until he shows a little respect
Dear Editor:
for the students of this
Sept. 28th's article regarding university. John Goolsby owes
the ravine incident just shows an apology to the students of
us. the student body, the need Eastern and especially to Mr.
for a more organized Security.
Elliott, whom he has put down
The Security officials on our by his snide remarks.
campus are running around
very much disorganized in their
Larry Minter
attempts to keep peace.
Law Enforcement
Do any of these officals have
Box 70 Dupree
an education higher than sixth
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This week:
Breaking every rule
of bad taste:

J
*

"Mom, Apple Pie, and
the Grill Next Door"

"Are you the new girl?"
"Yes sir."
"You came to work in the
grill u
"Yes sir."
"Have you had any restaurant
experience?"
"No sir, but I grew up on a
farm."
"Fine, you're just what we
want."
"Where are the cows?"
"We don't have any."
"Well, I heard a lot of students
say your hamburgers taste like
meadow muffins."
"Nonsense. We don't serve
any Danish pastries."
"Oh. I'm sorry, sir."
"What is your name?"
"Matilda."
"Okay, Matilda, come over
here and I'll show you the
weiners."
"Pardon me?
I'm not a
sorority girl, sir."
"This is the hot dog rack."
"Oh, alright."
"You just place a hot dog on
here...see this? And when it is
done you place it on a bun."
"How do you know it's
finished?"
"If the black crust cracks
when you drop them on the
floor."
"Oh. Well, which side of the
bun do you open?"
"The side with the crack in it."
"Oh."
"Now over here is the ice
cream stand.
We have
chocolate, vanilla, and we even
have sherbet."
"How about ice cream?"
"No, we're out of that."
"Oh."
"Do you know how to dip?" ,
"What?"
"Well, see Matilda, when a
customer comes up, you say
'Would you like one dip?'
"Don't they get mad?"
"Over here is the chili con
carne.
See those bits of
spaghetti?"
"Yes."
"Don't touch those. One girl
was bitten and we barely-made it •
to the hospital in time."
"Pattie A. Clay?"
"No, the hospital. You know,
the one in Lexington?" .
"Oh, yes sir."

*■*. *

BY KEN GULLETTE

'

"Now, you see those four cash
registers?"
"Yes."
"We only use one of them at a
time. Sometimes two. That is to
fake people out."
"Oh."
"And if you ever work one of
the registers, and a student has a
twenty cent Coke, how much do
you ask for?"
"Twenty cents...uh...isn't that
about a quarter?"
"You're gonna work out fine,
Matilda."
News Flash—Extra copies of
the Progress will be delivered to
Clay Hall this week in view of the
current toilet paper shortage.
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Featuring Neil Simon
*

-

Diners' Playhouse offering entertainment for all ages
In October and November,
Lexington's Diners' Playhouse
has a well rounded offering of
Saturday
afternoon
entertainment. Neil Simon's Odd
Couplel and later, The Fantasticks, the regular dinner
theatre fare, are accompanied
by professional children's
theatre by the Thieving Magpies
and the Lexington Children's
Theatre's productions, theatre
for children by children.
The two Saturday matinees of
the
current
Playhouse
attractions are Oct. 12,
The
Odd Couple
and November
9, The Fantasticks .
Both
shows are particularly enjoyable
to all ages. Regular admission is
$3.50 with special $1.00 discounts
for students and senior citizens
alike. Doors open at 1:30 pm for
the 2:00 curtain.
Diners'
Playhouse is located just off N.
Broadway at 1-75, on the bus
route.
DOC SEVERINSEN and his
Now Generation Brass along
with Today's Children will
present the annual homecoming
concert on Saturday evening,
Nov. 2. Severinsen is considered
by many music authorities to be

the best trumpet player in
America today. The concert will
be a return engagement for the
popular band leader of the NBC
Orchestra that is featured on the
Tonight Show.

Valentine's The Thieving
Magpies.
This is an
improvisat ional
troupe
performing all kinds of shows
designed expressly for children.
October 19, is The Emperor's
Nude Clothes, a "hairline
fractured" Grimm Fairytale.
Nov. 2 is Bananas, a potpourri of
theatrical entertainment; Nov.
16 will be Nuts to You about our
nutty environment. The all time
favorite, Rumplestiltskin is
scheduled for Nov. 30, followed
by "Snowflakes" a Christmas
story in mine of December 14.

For
Information
and
director of Diners" Playhouse,
gives a good reason for this Reservations call 299-8407 to 1varied bundle of matinee 800-372-2983 toll free.
offerings: "We want to bring
'Twelfth Night'
live theatre to as many as
possible, especially those who
The University Theatre's
might not have a chance to see it production of Shakespeare's
otherwise-We often make special romantic comedy Twelfth Night
arrangments
for has been cast and is now in
underprivileged children, senior rehearsal.
citizens and students to see our
The production is under the
shows at a price they can direction of Dr. Richard L.
afford."
Diners' Playhouse Benson, and is scheduled to run
wants to bring live theatre to from October 24-27 in the new
everyone especially the young Gifford Theatre. Student tickets
and the young at heart, where are $1.00 with others priced at
the laments of "magic" are' $1.50. Reservations can be made
by calling 622-3480.
strong indeed

The Lexington Children's
theatre will use the Dinners'
Playhouse facility this year, for
their major productions. The
first, "Cinderella" will be on the
boards 4:00'pm Friday, October
25, 10:00 am, 1:00 pm and 3:00
Saturday, Ocober 26, and 1:00
pm Sunday October 27. Regular
admission is $1.25 per person and
the Lexington Children's
Theatre Season Tickets can be
used.

On alternate Saturdays,
Diners' Playhouse is proud to
present professional children's
theatre through
Richard

Chris

Parsons,

SELF SERVICE
.AUNDRY * DRY CLEANING
SAVE 50 percent or MORE
ON YOUR DRY CLEANING
10 lb. for $2.50

Use our new steam cabinet
FREE
HIGHLANDER LAUNDRY
Geri Lane

executive

ABC Special to feature musical spiritual 'Godspell'
Godspell , the retelling of the
Gospel of St. Matthew as a
modern musical celebration of
life and faith, comes to television
as- a Special Motion Picture
Presentation on the ABC
Television Network, Wednesday,
Nov. 27.
Godspell will be followed by
"Annie and the Hoods," a
comedy special starring the
award-winning actress Anne
Bancroft providing an entire
evening of very special
entertainment.

last year with the original cast,
which critic Judith Crist calls
"first-rate, as individuals and" as
ensemble players." For the
movie, the production left the
theatre to film almost entirely on
locations in New York City,
including Central Park, the
Brooklyn Bridge, the Statue of
Liberty, the top of the World
Trade Center, the Cloisters and
the Andrew Carnegie mansion
on Fifth Avenue. Mrs. Crist said
the locations "have been
captured with a sense of innate
beauty."

Godspell , which is now in its
fourth year as an off-Broadway
hit, was translated into a movie

The storyline of
Godspell
consists of a series of Biblical

parables told in song by a Christ
figure in a superman sweatshirt
and workmen's overalls. Unlike
other musical translations of the
gospels, Godspell (Which is an
archaic spelling of the word
"gospel") is light-hearted and
youth-oriented, with each
parable sung and danced by a
cast of previously unknown
young performers.
The
Independent Film Journal hailed
"a musical score that is rock
contemporary and a sense of
high spirits that is timeless.
This film jumps and jigs and
jabbers at you with such
abandon that the heart can't help
singing."

University Theatre announces schedule
Opening the University
Theatre's 74-75 season will be the
delightful and ever effervescent
romantic comedy by William
Shakespeare, Twelfth Night -.
Scheduled to run Oct. 24-27, this
Shakespearean production will
reveal to the audience the great
staging versatility afforded by
the flexible facilities of the new
Clarence H. Gifford Theatre,
and the settings and costumes
themselves will be with the price
of admission.
The second play of the fall
semester is the darkly hilarious
dining room comedy, And Miss
Reardon Drinks a Little by the

popular contemporary
playwright Paul Zindel. One of
the teaching Reardon sisters has
a problem with booze, monkey
fur, and young male students.
See how it all turns out in the
Pearl Buchanan Theatre Nov. 19
through 23.

the Theatre's annual musical
comedy, this time, that all time
classic favorite, Oklahoma !!
This joint Drama and Music
Department production will ride
into Gifford April 22 and remain
tied to the hitching post through
April 26.

On tap for the spring semester
are that old Noel Coward
favorite Blithe Spirit January 29
- February 1, and Lanford
Wilson's Rimers of Eldritch, a
powerful story of love and death
woven around one of America's
more notable and likeable
characters, the village idiot,
February 26- March 1.
Last scene of all for 74-75, is

The University Theatre,
students and staff, hope you will
join them for the 1974-75 season.
Ticket information can be had by
calling 622-3480, or by dropping
by . the
box
office
in
GiffordLobby.
Tickets are
priced at $1.00 for students and
$1.50 for others. Group rates can
be arranged.

The many songs written for
the show by composer-liricist
Stephen Schwartz include the hit
" Day by Day , along with
'Prepare Ye the Way of the
Lord."
God Save the People
and Bless the Lord My Soul .
Godspell, which actually
originated several years ago at
Carnegie-Mellon University
before its off-Broadway success,
was written for the screen by the
film's director, David Greene,
and John-Michael Tebelak, who
conceived and directed the stage
version. The Lansbury-DuncanBeruh Production was produced
by Edgar Lansbury and released
by Columbia Pitures.
The cast is composeed of
Victor Garber, David Haskell,
Jerry Sroka, Lynn Thigpen,
Katie Hanley, Robin. Lamont,
Gilmer McCormick, Joanne
Jonas, Merrell Jackson and
Jeffrey Mylett.

Don't miss Mac Davis
and Anne Murray
tonight at 7:30 in

The 5th Annual

IAE COUNTY FAIR %
Oct. 10, 1974
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Noon Till 4:30

WALLACE'S
$2,000
GIVEAWAY
One 19"
Black and White
Zenith TV Given
away every two weeks!

Alumni Coliseum
Dates 01 Drawings

August 29
Sopt. 12
Sept 26
Oct. 10

WINNERS

Edwlaas Baldwin,
Susan Cashdollar
Frances Pir
Carl Cannon

Oct 24
Nov. 7
Nov. 21

DK.

5

GRAND PRIZE!
Color TV to be given away

DfiuiU

during final week
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Valley Music Hall open for 'anything, anytime'

RESEARCH

BY LISA COLLINS
Feature Editor-.
West Main to caution light
Turn left. Out three miles See
building on left with gravel
parking lot. Go in. Have fun.
That's what the Valley Music
Hall is all about having a good
time with good entertainment.
Ask anybody whose been there
and they'll tell you No booze,
no hell raisen'. just good oldfashioned fun
The brand new $35,000 hall
has a seating capacity of 600
with three acres of parking
space. And all that space is
needed, especially when a big
name comes — like David
Houston or Roy Acuff, Jr.
People start arriving for the
regular Saturday night 7:30
show at 6:45. Many bring picnic
suppers. Some even come in
campers and stay all night.
There are also some shows held
on Friday night and Sunday
afternoon.
"We
had
investigated
around," said owner Phil
Herald, "and we found there
really wasn't any place here at
all where a person can go, take
the family, and have some good

thousands of topics
$2.75 per page
Nation's most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite *2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or. 477-5493
Our research material is sold for research assistance only —
not as a finished product for academic credit

T

T

If we've toll1 yoi MM we've told yoi
1,312,000 Ti.es'

entertainment with no alcoholic
beverages Then. too. there's it
lot of good local amateur talent
that wasn't getting a chance to
play any place And we felt
there uas a market for it
So
he and owners Mitchell Tale
and Don Richardson seized on
the opportunity and created the
Valley Music Hall
"We didn't want to name it
anything country because it's
not just a country place It's
nestled in a valley, so there you
are — Valley Music Hall." said
Herald
First rock concert
Exile is scheduled to perform
October 11. It will be Valley
Music Hall's first rock concert
and Herald calls the show "an
experiment'' that, if successful,
will be put on a regular basis. A
reduced student price for the
show is being considered.
On October 19 Nashville star
Sonny Martin is scheduled and
Oct. 26 Mac Wiseman will
perform.
Eventually the hall will be
rented out to groups wanting a
place for private parties and
dances.
"It's a community

Cash in
«On our bike sale I Sale save $40.
On Thu Limited Offtr

w

SPECIAL SALE
All Week
3 used 10-speeds $49*

Flandria $899S
plus many mo£0iUargains
on bicycles and parts
Ricks International

That's how many times we've announced the time and
Temperature since inaugurating our popular telephone
service just a few months ago.
So next time you want to know how hot, how cold, how early
or late it is DIAL S23-M21.
And for the greatest Banking services you'll ever experience... 1)1 AI. 623-2884. We'd like to have 1.3S2.0M calls on
that line Too.

STATE BANK ft TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky

uJ. ir-tos

Iradi Met
444 Uf Mil IN.
Ik*** I;.
Member FiO.I.C.
Matter Chart*

Member Federal Reserve System

f

were better than in structures
that cost S3 million dollars

The structure has been
praised by all performers who
worked there. Roy Acuff. Jr.
"raved on about it. " and David
Houston thought the acoustics

"We thought it would take
about a year to build a crowd."
said Herald
"But it's going a
lot faster. We keep the place
clean and people are not afraid
to bring their families. They're

BY JACKIE Bl XTO.N
Staff Writer
Real Estate is a booming
business.
states
Warren
Mullins. Chairman of Business
Administration. According to
Mullins, the Real Estate
Commission wants to upgrade
the Real Estate profession by
imposing higher education
requirements and by providing
for a broad base of educational
facilities for its professionals.
When the commission offered
grants sponsoring a two-year
Real Estate program, the Real
tstate Principles Course, which
was first offered this fall, was
the beginning of a new
Associate of Arts degree for
Eastern.
The program, which was
coordinated by Robert Landrum, who has been a banker
and presently holds his brokers
license, does not seek only
realtors.
They also want
persons interested in the
technical areas of Real Estate
financing, mortgage banking,
appraising, and property
management.

Aurora, EKU student literary
magazine is now accepting
manuscripts for the next issue,
published in the spring of 1975.
Any full-time student is eligible
to submit a manuscript of short
stories, poems, short plays or
creative essays.
Manuscripts should be typed,
double-spaced, with name,

I

Large inventory selection • Refrigeration to
j preserve freshness and nutrition • Friendly,
I knowledgeable service •Discounts on cases and
unopened sacks
lams Nattr Ml Star*
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New course draws variety of students

NATURAL FOOD MARKET

in rm

Approximately half the
students are taking the Wednesday evening course in
preparation for the state Real
Estate License examination
which is dispensed quarterly.
It is almost impossible to pass
the test without taking some
courses in a university or trade
school, says Russell Major, a
realtor of Madison County.
Mullins suggests taking the
future course Real Estate
License Exam Review in addition to at least two others to be
adequately prepared for the
exam.
Although over half of the class
enrollment desire general information about the Real Estate
business, many are consumers
who want to know about buying
and selling property, some
realtors or other professional
businessmen take it as a
refresher course.
Ten persons are interested in
a career in Real Estate or in
taking the complete Associate
degree, while a few are using
the course as an elective for
another college.

Major describes the variety of
students as "a real good mixture in about any walk of life
conducive to the community ".
There are approximately 42
students enrolled this term, the
average age being 33.
Future courses will be offered
according
to
consumer
responses to surveys. In the
spring semester, the principles
course will again be offered
with a follow up in a course
entitled
'Real
Estate
Marketing". Says Mullins' "We
look for participation in the
outlying community."
The Real Estate program
involves activities outside of the
classes such as consumer
orientation. TV
programs,
radio round table discussions,
and in planning is a television
real estate course.
A real estate evening of
meetings between student and
professionals will also, be
conducted. The professionals,
who are in real estate, Real
Estate Law, mortgages, zoning,
building codes, taxation and
property management, will be

IsanawMBMi

address and phone number on
each manuscript. Submit to
AURORA, Box 367, Campus, or
to Dr. William Sutton, Wallace
133. Deadline is February I,
1975.

Placement Service
On October 11, a representative from the Roses Store,
Inc. will be interviewing interested graduating seniors in
Business for their Management
program.
Tuesday,
October
15,
representatives from Coopers 4
Lybrand of Lousiville will be
talking to interested Accounting
majors in Dean Thompson's
office. Call 3896 for an appointment.
Thursday, October 17, a
representative from Hasking
&Sells in Lousiville will be
talking to interested Accounting
majors in Dean Thompson's
office. Call 3896 for an appointment.
From October 21 through
October 24, representatives
from the U.S. Marine Corps will
be located in the basement of
the Powell Building. They will
be talking to anyone interested
in their officer
training
programs.
Representatives from the
Xerox Corp. in Louisville will be
on campus October 22 to interview seniors of any major for
Sales positions. Call 3896 for an
appointment. Interviews will be

held in Room 316 of the Combs
Building.
Also
on
October
22,
representatives from the Ira A.
Watson Company of Knoxville,
Tennessee will be interviewing
interested
business
or
marketing majors.
On October 23, a representative from Arthur Anderson &
Co., Cincinnati will be interviewing Accounting seniors
Call 3896 for an appointment

Residence Halls
Activities
There will be a picnic for the
residences of Combs Hall on
Thursday, October 10 from 4 to
6:30 p.m.
Beginning
Wednesday,
October 9, Korean style karate
will be taught each Monday and
Wednesday from 9-10 p.m. in
the Burnam Hall Rec Room.
The classes are opened to all
men and women who are
Eastern students.
The instructor is In Sung Chung.
Martin and Keith Halls will be
sponsoring an informative
program on venereal disease
with Dr. Coles Raymond,
Monday, October 14 at 8:30 p.m.
in the Martin Lounge.
Dr. Jay Mahr will present a
program on UFO's Tuesday,
October 15 at 8:30 p.m. in the
Kerne Hall Lounge.
Also on October IS, Roger
Meade will present a program

Originally 7.
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Boucle Tops

FALL CLEARANCE!

Long sleeve turtlenecks...white and fall
darks.

The

Originally 8.

-

Cotton Knit Tops
M±
%J

15. to 25.

24" to 45

APG Meeting
Alpha Phi Gamma will meet
next Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in
Conference Room D of the
Powell Building. The Milestone
picture will be taken so all
members and perspective
members are urged to attend.
I

Wesley Foundation
The Wesley Singers will have
a short rehearsal tonight at
6:30.
A retreat will be held this
weekend in Burnam Woods near
Irvine. Cost is $6 per person.
Time of departure for the
retreat is Friday afternoon and
all interested persons are asked
to sign up by then at the
Foundation.
Worship thru Sharing will be 7
p.m. Sunday.
The Special
Encounter group will meet at 9
p.m. Monday. The topic for

Kentucky State
Episcopal Theological
Leiington Theological

Bisotti's

(A Health Maintenance Organization)

• All Baby Gifts
• All hand made candles
• Party goods
• Selected Gift Items

Restaurant

a new approach

1l/2 Off

Sweater Vests 40
Save up to 50% All
Redoced from stocks
Sale! Pant Dresses
Long Dresses and
Dresses

on Taxidermy at 8 p.m. in
Palmer Lounge.
i
The Women's Inlerdorm will
meet Wednesday at 5:45 p.m. in
the Student
Combs and Case Halls will
sponsor
programs
and
discussions on venereal disease,
birth control and early signs of
pregnancy Thursday, October i
17 at 7:30 p.m. Members of the
Nursing Department und
Nursing Club will lead the
discussions.
A Sadie Hawkins Day Dance
will be held in the Martin Hall
Complex Friday, October 18,
beginning at 8:30 p.m.

hmo

Georgetown

88

Originally 8.

OriKinill,

Eattern
Atbury

JOIN HUNTER FOUNDATION FOR HEALTH CARE

Jaquard patterns in V neck or I neck
styling. Assorted fall colors—S-M-L

opening their talks to the public.
According to Major, the
future in Real Estate is
tremendous
The field is
becoming more specialized in
residential.
commercial
business, and property appraising, and is demanding
more training.
For Sale by Owner signs are
less prominent. Major explains,
for perople are turning lo real
estate agencies more when
buying and selling a home.
Some people have no conception fof value, and do not
know what has been happening
in the Market place A good
broker and salesman will not
only well earn his money, but
will make some money for their
clients.
Real estate salesman Leo
Metcaf. a student in the course
who has a BBA in Management
and works for Major Real
Estate Agency, knows (he
business well. His reasoning is
that the more he learns about
the profession, the more .
professional he will be. It's
hard to learn how to sell.

Wednesday's Fellowship Hour
is "Death and Dying" under the
direction of Dr. Merita
Thompson of Eastern.

University of Kentucky

is Making
room for Christmas Merchandise.

Long sleeve turtleneck (2x4 Rib) White
and fall colors..sizes S-M-l.
Originally 10. to 11.

Solids.
prints
and
novelty
weaves...assorted colors in S-M-L

STUDENTS! FACULTY!

The Gift Box

Polyester Tops 688

contractors built the hall. "It's
rustic." laughed Herald. "No. I
hate to call it that
It's not
primitive. There's shag carpet
and $1000 worth antiques on the
walls."
•With the right management
and promotion it will be a
success." he said.

Interest in Real Estate on increase

HAPPY MEADOW

flat tar. M Sa»

not going away disappointed."
As far as competition goes.
Herald says there isn't any.
Over 50 per cent of the people
who attend Valley Music Hall
shows are from out-of-town.
"The locals don't support it as
well." he said
Designed by the ouners. local

News Briefs: Aurora deadline set

Bike

40475

MM Itfici
Wr$l MKI Strut
Iksatat, I;.

building." said Herald. "Open
foranything. anytime — even
magician shows."

til monthly student rates
(per person; children $7)

in

GROUP PLANS FOR
FACULTY AND STAFFF

I

include*:
Hotpitalization

Home of
the

Out patient services
X-rayt
Prttcriptions

Big Brother

And many other services

Call 253-1661 or com* by to tifn up —

Buy now at these low, low prices I

Hunter Foundation.

Fresh

Security Trust Building
Short and Mill Streets
Leiington, KY 40507

\-\yy^<xtfktti^

For Information Tear out coupon and mail to above addres
Ntmt

Strawberry
Pie
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Address

University Center

City and zip code

University Shopping Center
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Collatl or University Number of Dependents
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TIPT White House bureau chief

VLSI MAIN

Helen Thomas addresses KIP A

woe omntrv / ARTIST CONSULTANTS PREVENTS

623-1505

TOII74fUlTOWOF

NOW
6IBNEV MmERNU COftfcV

valid, for in the end, it was the
BYJACKIE BIXTON
press that brought things out in
Sl.ff Writer
United Press International the open.
When Gerald Ford took office,
White House Bureau Chief
Ms. Thomas said he offered
Helen Thomas told a meeting of
the Kentucky Intercollegiate ' hope to a shaken nation and
"was Camelot for one brief
Press Association (KIPA) last
shining moment..at least for
week that " free speech and
one month." She recalled Nixon
free press, not spaceships or
as having called his pardon as
automobiles, are the important
"the most humiliating day of
symbols
ol
Western
my life."
Civilization." No totalitarian
regime can afford free speech
Ms. Thomas believes there
or a free press."
are few secrets the government
Introduced as the "first lady
should keep from the public.
of journalism today," Ms.
Although each president has
Thomas addressed about 160
had his problems with the press,
college
and
professional
Ms. Thomas said its (press)
journalists at the KIPA meeting
responsiblity is to "keep people
in Lexington last Friday.
informed
and
to
keep
Saying she was glad to be back
democracy alive."
in her'oid Kentucky Home,"
She told the audience her trip
(she is a native of Winchester),
to Peking with Nixon was the
Ms. Thomas brought greetings
greatest story she ever covered.
to the group from Martha
"It uAs hke breaking the ice
Mitchell, wife of Watergate
with an old enemy."
defendent and former U.S.
Recalling an incident of
Attorney-General Jon Mitchell.
Presidential wit during the
Ms. Thomas' "ring-side seat
China trip, she told of a reporter
to history" has allowed her to
who asked "How did you like
tavel with John 'Kennedy,
the
Great
Wall,
Mr.
Lyndon Johnson, to the Middle
President?" Nixon replied, "I
East with Kissinger and to
must conclude that the Great
China with Nixon.
Wall is a great wall."
Comparing Watergate to a
Recollecting a humorous
"greek tragedy" that we
antidote from a previous
helplessly saw being played out,
presidential admisistration Ms.
she said "I felt I was on death
Thomas related the time when
watch the last six months of
President Johnson gathered a
Nixon's term. Between the
group of female reporters into a
press and the President, there
room at his home for a private
was nothng left."
conference.
She remembers
She added that perhaps
writing for an hour, running out
Nixon's fears of the press were

of paper and grabbing napkins,
match boxes,
and anything
she could find. At the end she
said Johnson handed them all a
small gold charm and with a
wide grin said "now you know.
that's all of the record."
Helen Thomas received her
B.A. at Wayne University in
1942 and a LL.D. degree
(doctorate of lawsi at Eastern
Michigan University in 1972.
She has been a UP1 wire service
reporter in Washington since
1943
She is a member of the
Women's National Press Club,
the American
Newspaper
Women's Club, a member of
Sigma Delta Chi (professional
fraternity for journalistsi, and
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Stevie Wonder Show r
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PRESENTED IN COOPERATION WITH WAKY RADIO

G.L. Productions
present

They get funny when you
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The CAMPUS
CINEMAS 1 & 2
in the University
Shopping Center
Richmond, Kentucky
Re-opens under new
management.
Special Discounts for Students

1

COMING ATTRACTIONS:
A»<*r Woitiol'i

Oct. 10

FRANKENSTEIN IN 3D

For Pete's Sake
Oct. 18

The Lords of Flathnsh

Buster and Billy
Stanrg
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Oct. 25

DON JONES- SHERRY ROBINSON
CHARLES ELLEDGE ■ TONIA BRYAN ■ JEFF MACKAY
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Regular Big Brazier French Fries, 20c drink
I
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CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
4 THE GRADUATE

GOIU WITH
THF WIIiD

2nd Hit "SHOTGUN WEDDING"
Children Undei 12

Regular 1.10

DRIVE IN
THEATER

3Scare-ific
fj
Horror
A
w
Shows
On The Same Program

Starts Wednesday

She had the body of a
goddess, but the soul
of a witch. ,—

LEAVE THE CHILDREN HOME
..AHDIFYOU
ARE SQUEAMISH

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

STAY HOME
WITH THEM!

AT THE

Plus

RICHMOND

DAIRY QUEEH

sororities .fraternities or

EASTERN BY PASS

Creeps, when purchased

623-7289
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ii qeaitities. Trophies
bid awards alsa available
Fraternities & sororities
see es for jacket eeeds.

WELCOME
STUDENTS
Taylor's
Sporting -Goods, Inc.
College Park Shopping Center

623-9517
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Drive in today for a smooth,
vibration-free ride and longer
tire life.

m

J

Valley Music Hall

With our new Amermac tire
truing and wheel balancing
equipment your wheel vibration bugs are gone for good.

The difference in the way
your car drives and rides will
truly amaze you. And.'be^
cause the wheels are perfectly trued and balanced your
tires will wear longer.

»5.50 all scats reserved
O Boi 21179. Louisville. KY 4022.
certified check or money order and'
stamped envelope.
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GOT YOU
BUGGED?

Tire tread imperfections the
common cause of vibration,
are "trued" giving you a perfectly round tire.

"»> RUFUS

T|
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VIBRATION

and as far north as Ohio. Next
year there are plans to send
some students to Canada to
work,
according
to
Sam
Whitaker, who is an associate
professor of Agriculture and
who
supervises
the
job
placements.
On the job training has
another advantages, says Dr.
Householder "we find that
most of these kids will have
their first initial
contact . . .
and most usually if it works out
allright. they'll be willing tn
hire him after he gets his
degree."
Although the program is only
two years in length, Whitaker
feels that the courses required
are more strenuous than those
in other programs requiring
four years.
Said Whitaker, "There's a lot
of labs with all our courses and
it means the student may be in
class more than other students
who normally take a three hour
course."
At the end of two years, all of
the work and the labs will pay
because there are unlimited
fields to go into, according to
both
Whitaker
and
Dr.
Householder.
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A.A. floriculture
course initiated
BY CAYLEN TICHENOR
gun Writer
It takes experience to get
flowers
beautifully
coordinated. Here at Eastern, it
also takes two years of
schooling. The program, just
initiated this year, is called
Floriculture and Floristry.
Dr. William A. Householder,
Chairman of the Department of
Agriculture, said the program
is mainly for women .
"This is a great thing for
women eattte-tnere'a a lot of
young ladies who. when they
marry,
want to primarily
be wife and then mother and yet
at the same time, while they'd
like to
stay home all the
time maybe there's still times
when they need to get out and
work," said Dr. Householder.
And for this reason they need
to have a skill. Well now. this
course does exactly this."
Dr. Householder added, "I
don't want to give the impression that this is the only
things girl students can do, or
want to do. We have three very
successful florists and all of
them are males.
This program, regardless of
who enrolls in it, is designed to
give the student training in
everything from the time the
flowers are
planted to wherf
they are used in arrangements.
A student must take a variety
of courses in order to get a
degree in Floriculture and
Floristry. They include fifteen
hours of
general education .
including English and Plant
Biology, six hours of business,
and several agriculture and
horticulture stuc'ies.
This year students have
worked as far. south as Florida

a membr of Delta Sigma Phi
(and honorary journalism
organization >
President Ford said recently
at a Sigma Delta Chi ceremony.
"The Lord created the Heavens
and Earth in six days. On the
seventh day he did nol rest for
he would have had to justify it
with Helen Thomas."
Other activities at the convention
included
lectures
featuring all aspects of the
media. Bill Mootz, Arts critic of
the Courier-Journal. Gene
Williams of the Louisville
Times, and Craig Ammerman
from the Associated Press
conducted
sessions
on
reveiwing. interviewing . and
sports coverage, respectively.
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The story ot tne witch, who
became restless in her grav
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29 carries and 221 yards

Talbert does it again
BY RON VOI.MKKINC
Staff Writer
"McCarthy hands off to
Talbert." - does that sound
familiar? It did at Austin Peay
Saturday night as Eastern's
Everett Talbert rambled for 221
yards in twenty-nine carries to
help lead the Colonels past
Austin Peay, 22-9.
The Clarksville. Tennessee
crowd of 5.513 saw Eastern's
offense amass a 433 yards, total
offense, compared to the
Governors 182
On the opening kickoff, Steve
Straight fumbled and the ball
proceeded to bounce through
the end zone. Though the Govs
hadn't even touched the hall.

they led 2 0 on the safety call.
Neither team could score
until the first play of the second
quarter when Eastern had
driven to the Austin Peay 37.
Talbert took a handoff. going up
the middle, cut back to his left
and went into the end zone to
give Eastern a 6-2 lead
following the missed extra
point
After a drive stalled. Eastern
settled for a 22
yard field
goal by
Earl Cody with three
seconds left in the half.
Neither
team
mounted
threats in the third quarter, but
Eastern quickly moved in for an
early fourth period score, the
final 2(i yards coming on a

"If it's Music. We Have It"

CURRIERS MUSIC WORLD
kuAnartars tor
BASF blank tape

YNT

*8-track

* reel-to-reel

1

* cassette

Buy 2 or more and get 10% off
Curriers Music Work)
Clifford A. Currier-owner
Luion Building. 122 Big Hill Av«.

6010

At Intersection of Highway 25 No. 52

screen pass to flanker. John
Revere. This made the score 162
Later, the Govs put a heavy
rush on a Cody punt, and it was
blocked by Dan Nelf. who ran 33
yards for a touchdown, and the
score was cut to 16-9
APSL" then successfullyconverted an onside kick attempt and with 6 07 left to play.
they and had the ball on the
EKX 48 yard line Austin Peay
moved to the Colonel 32. before
Stan Roberts of Eastern
dropped Chip Johnson for a
sixteen yard loss on a fourth
down play
Eastern then ran out the clock
on a 52 yard drive that ended
with an Emerson one yard
plunge for a TD to make the
final. 22-9.
The third thing that worries
Coach Kidd is the expected
small crowd for Saturday's
game.
With a three-day
weekend, most of the campus is
expected to go home Friday.
Coach Kidd considers this a
problem. He hopes that "any
student who is going home will
wait until after Saturday's game
to leave."
Kickoff
Saturday

Last weekend was a big one for women's
sports on Eastern's campus
The field
hockey team and the volleyball team each
posted easy victories
At left. Gina Gohmann of Eastern beats her opponent to the

ball in fieldhockey action during a 4-2 victory over Dayton. At right. Melody Middleton executes a spike during a 15-4. 15-10
rout of Kentucky Teammate Joyce Dettor.
waits in case of a block.

The Intramural Scene finds flag football on tap

set for 2 p.m.
Hanger Field

There s

more

than

what

After class ..
After the party
After the game ..

ANYTIME...

Come to ANDY'S
110 S SECOND St.
623-5400

meets the eye on the men's
lrltramural spectrum. Besides

Riflers win
at APSU
The rifle team added another
win to their season record after
a match against Austin Peay
State University last Saturday
at Clarksville.
Eastern defeated Austin Peay
by 266 points with their four (4)
man team score of 1,106. Eric
Cherryholmes was EKU's top
scorer with a 3 position total of
279 followed by Kevin Mitchell
27, Scott Cherryholmes 276. and
David Skaggs 274.
Middle
Tennessee
will
challenge Eastern at Eastern
this coming Saturday

IB

Sports world's
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Soccer Shoes, All Purpose Rubber Cletes
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Adidas Was 19"
Quix Was 18"

V/ear after year,
Xsemester after
semester, the
CojlegeMaster'
from Fidelity
Union Life has
been the most
accepted, most
popular plan on
campuses all
over America.
Find out why.
Call the
Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster*
Field Associate
in your area:

Franklin was 8"

Shoppers

Village
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623 7704
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They love to hit
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line in front of him. Tackles, Monty Sanner and
Robin Hatley, were blasting their opponent five
yards back on the snap of the ball Saturday
night.
John Rogers received mention from the OVC
for his excellent blocking job against APSU.
Roosevelt Kelley, the center, aids on Talbert's

X-country team
meets Cincy
here, Saturday

RICHMOND RACQUET
CLUB

o
o

Now Accepting Memberships!

■

Jim Epilano
Of ijnna Pur.. Firmer ■
Root'! C Slo n

The campus IM swim meet is
slated lor (let Kith at 7 p.m.. in
the AC pool
In fraternity tennis singles
The divisional track meet is
finals. Randy Newton of Pi
targeted lor <Kt 17th. 7 p.m. on
Kappa Alpha defeated Mike
the
Irack
behind
Com
Hall of Phi Delta Theta for this
Hughes, also ol Tenth Wave.
moiiwcalth flail. The campus
finale will be Oct. 22nd. 7 p.m..
¥:-:-:v:v:-:-:vX-:->:-xc*:^
8 at the track
Playing dales tor table tennis
doubles have IHIMI secured The
location is Keene Hall. Oil 2lsl
and 2-11 li. at 7 p in
Variety
abounds
with
women's intramurals.
The
agenda is spiced with a
smorgasborg of activities for
participants.
Tomorrow (at 5 p.m.! marks
the deadline for volleyball.
PROGRESS SPORTS EDITOR
■ V PAT WILSON
raquetball. badmitton. and
table tennis. Volleyball action
will begin the week of Oct. 21st.
On the softball -front, the
>•: Everett Talbert should go out for baseball.
! Jolley Volley's continued ro roll
§j He's still batting 11,000. "Poo-Loo". Eastern's : along with a hard-earned 3-1
:•:• star tailback, has once again been named the ; victory over the Buckeyes.
Other tournament participants
8 "OVC Back of the
Week" for the third
included CSSB's; Super Chicks;
$ time in three games.
He won it for a
KmiKiin Bullets, and Telford
i£ phenomenal performance against Austin Peay
Terriers.
:§ last Saturday. He gained 221 yards in 29
Flag football for women will
•:J carries. He continues to lead the nation
officially be sent into motion
this week.
Teams should be
if: (universe by now) in rushing with a 194.0 yards
aware of respective playing
:•: per game average. Folks, that is something
times and locations
| else. Think about it.
A track meet for women will
g There has got to be something else to it. How
be jointly held with the Men's
:j: does a little squirt, 5-8 and 165 pounds, gain all
IM department on Oct. 22nd, 7
p.m., at the track behind
| that yardage against all those big mothers?
Commonwealth Hall. Submit
5 Well,"Poo-Loo"has got one heck of an offensive
entries to Weaver :WM.

Coach Art Harvey's Eastern
cross country team puts Us 1-0
dual meet record on the line
Saturday when it hosts the
University of Cincinnati.
The five-mile race will be run
at II a.m. on KKU's Arlington
(iolf Course located to the north
ol Kichmond on L'.S. 25.
Last weekend. KKt
placed
15th out of 21 in the prestigious
Indiana University Invitational
at Bloominglon John Mornini
led Eastern runners and was
followed by Bill Sampson, Bob
Moffett, Tommy Smith and
Mark Yellin
"We had two good weeks'of
work in preparing for the last
two invitatinnals We're a little
disappointed that we couldn't
finish higher but we hope to get
back on the winning side of the
ledger Saturday,'1 said Harvey.
Fellow OVC member Western
Kentucky won the meet, placing
four men across the finish line
in the winning lime of 30:31 on
the six-mile course.

G)llegeMaster'
Boo RoMrn

division's crown Jubi Ogisi ol
OKNY swept past Doug Gordon
to clinch the independent title.
John Carrlnglon of Tenth Wave
claimed the housing competition prize by thumping Ka.y

< continued on page seven)
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Student Rates-

BURGER <|^QUEEN

BoD le»o
Ron Red
*
Mm, Chjrltston

fast paced flag football action,
swimming and track ire
striving for attention

v

,Open
Sunday thru Thursday
6AM-I1P$T
FRIDAY 6 AM-1AM
SAT 6 AM-1AM
BIG HILL AYE. ON U.S. 25

I

•

Membership
$15.00

$1.00 per person per hour walk-on time anytime!
• Reserve, court H regular*rate

UNIVERSITY
SHOPPING CENTER

Richmond, Kentucky

For information call 623-6464
or come by St. George and Geri Lane

1

Middle Tenn
invades this
Saturday

CATHY BRUMBAUGH of the women's
volleyball team executes a forearm pass in
last Saturday's match with UK.
Her

COLONEL
COMPOSITE

Middle Tennessee State
University invades Hanger
Field Saturday at 2 p.m. The
Raiders are trying to make a
comeback after losing 24-7 to
IT Chattanooga last week.
MTSL" is also undefeated in
the OV'C. having won their only
loop game 23-14 at the expense
of Morehead State.
MTSU offense is led byquarterback Fred Rohrdanz
and running back Dwaine
Copeland. Rohrdanz won the
quarterback job two years ago,
but last year he missed seven
games with a broken neck he
still had 485 yards total offense
to his credit.
Copeland, a 4.4 man in the
forty yard dash and one of the
top sprinters in the OVC, led the
team in scoring last year. This
season he is the fifth leading
rusher in the league.
Eastern coming off a 22-9 win
over APSU was led against by
Everett Talbert who gained 221
yards and was named offensive
player of the week.

teammates, Lynn Morris (left) and Marcia
Mueller (right) prepare for the next play.

P«EVIOUS G»MES
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Fastball:

MioMla Ttnn. Sal. loo, Man,,, FoiM

•ai.ball

IKU vt union, ladav. 111. Turkty Muahai Find
EKU at last Ttnnattaa,

Tennis! woman'i l

Sat (1)

EKUvi Marshall today Martin covrtt
CKU vt UK. Wad, Martin courts

F.laW MKktr: IKU vt Contra, laday, IK Mood Fiald
■ KU at Cincmnali. Saturday
EKU at Kentucky. Tunoay
Rilla:

Middlt Tann a CKU. Sat

Crett-Country: CKU v. rmcinnati. Arlingtonr-»—- n ooam.Sal

L—K RESTAURANT

"Breakfast Inflation Fighters"

Women sport teams romp over weekend
Remaining undefeated, the
women's field hockey team
swept past Dayton Saturday to
obtain their third win of the
season.
First half action left the
score in Eastern's favor at 2-1.
Rightwing Jane Hoppough
breezed down the field to obtain
her team's first point in the
game. Adding a second goal to
the tally was a drive from the
top of the circle by center-half
Shirley Wintjen.
When second half action had
the teams off and running,
Dayton rallied to tie the score,
but the Eastern women proved
this to no avail as they won the

game 4-2.
Center-half Barb
Lisehora and left-inner Kathy
Wilson were responsible for the
second half goals.
Tuesday night, a 6-1 win for
the team came over host Berea.
Scorers for the game were Barb
Lisehora with 3 goals, Kathy
Wilson with 2, and Patty
Lisehora contributing 1.
A busy schedule now faces the
team beginning tonight with a
home game against Centre
College. The two teams will
rendezvous at 5:00 PM on Hood
field.
Saturday, the team will travel
to the University of Cincinnati
and return for aThursdaycontest

K*:*:*:*:«tt*x*x*x*:*x^^

g

in Lexington with the University of Kentucky, which have
been chosen as the favorite to
win the state tournament.

coffee

Buchannan (W), 6-2, 2-6, 7-5;
No. 4,Terri Mudwllder (W) def.
Vickie Jones <E), 6-3, 5-7, 6-2;
No. 5, Tooti Hays (W) def.
Leigh Graves (E), 6-2, 6-2; and
Tennis
No. 6, Lajuana Goatley (W) def.
Lynne Leveronne (E), 6-2, 1-6,
The women's tennis team 7-6.
The tennis team, now 3-2-1 on
under the direction of Martha
Mullins edged Western Ken- . the season, played Marshall at
EKU Thursday.
tucky at Bowling Green, 5-4,
Volleyball
and lost to the University of
Kentucky by that same score.
The volleyball squad. coached
Results of the Western match by Geri Polvino, defeated the
were:
No 1 singles, Kathy University of Kentucky, 15-4
Eicher (E) def. Mary Gibbons and 15-10, and the University of
(W), 6-3, 6-3; No. 2, Nancy Louisville, 15-1 and 15-0. These
Hundley (E) def. Rita Brown two wins upped
EKU's
(W), 6-3, 7-5; No. 3 Bernita season's record to 8-2 and
Watson (E) def. Claudette continued the lady Colonels
mark of never having lost to
another state team in this sport.

98*

^Pancakes- All you can eat 75e
Friday
■k Scalloped Potatoes with Ham and
Cole Slaw
$1.49
• Perch-All yo can
and Coleslaw

eat w/pPotatoes
0tatoes

$1.39

L-K
FAMILY RESTAURANT

(continued from page six)

masterful runs. Another point for the offensive
line's blocking is the time that quarterback Jeff
McCarthy is getting for his passes. Funny thing
•:■:
here. One of the best blockers on pass plays is
Talbert. Saturday night he flattened people
that were twice his size as they were heading
for McCarthy.
"Poo-Loo" commented on his blocking,
"Usually I'm the one that gets hit. I enjoy
blocking, because it gives me a chance to hit
them back. And I love to hit."
I This statement by Eastern's new big-name
may sum up the feelings of the entire team. It
is obvious they love to hit. Just ask Austin Peay
quarterback Chip Johnson. He felt the
onslaught of Junior Hardin, Ron Campbell,
Harvey Jones and Stan Roberts (ooh - Stan
Roberts, did Johnson ever feel hm). Roberts
dropped Johnson for a bone-bruising fifteen
yard loss that stopped a late Gov threat.
People may wonder about the Colonels - How
do they gain all those yards, play good defense
and still barely win? So far, the Coldhels worst
e.iemy have been their specialty teams.
against APSU, a punt was blocked and a
kickoff was fumbled out of the end zone, which
gave the Govs nine points.
In Eastern's three games, of the total 52
points scored against them, 24 can be blamed
directly on the specialty teams, which means
•:• our defence has allowed only 28 points :•: approximately nine points a game - not bad.

Convenient, Full Service Branch Office, equipped

Saturday for two

with a Drive-In Window, located at corner of
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4 DAYS ONLY
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4 DAYS ONLY

Mirro 4-Quart

BRANCH OFFICE HOURS
8:00 A.M. until 2:00 P. M.

Corn
g> Popper

-Monday thru Thursday

8:0O A.M. until 6:00 P. M. -Fridays

William La Rosa picked up his
second victory of the fall
campaign with a complete
game 4-3 win over Northern
Kenty last Thursday.

8:00 A.M. until 12 Noon
Phone (Branch Office)

Northern rallied to take the
second game of the afternoon 43.

%
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LIMIT 1
DISCOUNT PRICE
4 DAYS ONLY

Water and Second Street

The Eastern baseball squad
evened it's fall record at 7-7 this
week by virtue of a split
doubleheader with Northern
Kentucky and a victory over
Tennessee Tech at Cookeville.

In OVC action Saturday
Eastern defeated Tennessee
Tech 8-4 behind the commed
pitching efforts of John Lisle
and Dave Doresy.

r r
REGULAR
OR SUPER
BOX OF 40

Hot Cocoa Mix

RICHMOND. KY.

goes to ETSU

7-oz. LOTION

K0TEX

SANITARY NAPKINS

EASTERN BY-PASS
BEHIND MARATHON STATION

MADISON NATIONAL BANK

wins at Tech,

HEAD & SHOULDERS

SHAMPOO

Baseball team

HIT

NEXT TO
KROGER

EKU SPECIALS

* 2 eggs, bacon, or sausage, toast &

l-'irld Hockey

DOWNTOWN
| RICHMOND]

Model 'M-9224-40

"Saturdays

■Hk aaapoaitor lnaaaraal lo

Heatproof trim
Cord included

77

3

Phone (Main Office)

623-2799

623-2747

"St. Mary's Blanket"
1st. Quality assorted colors and patterns. 72" % 90"
Fit twin or double bed. Thermal and regular weave
in blends and 100% acrylics.
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LeRoy's Jewelers

The second game was tied at
l-l when it was halted due to
darkness in the eighth inning.
The Colonels return to action
today against Union College in a
doubleheader at Turkey Hughes
Field beginning at 1:00 p.m.
Coach Hissom's squad will
resume OVC competiton on
Saturday in a twn-bill against
East Tennesse in Johnson City.
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SHAVING CREAM
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Every Keepsake engagement diamond is permanently registered and protected against loss Also guaranteed for perfect
clarity, fine white color and precise cut See these beautiful
Keepsake diamond rings elegantly crafted in 14 kt. gold.
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Tom Schultz rejected in
Homecoming Queen race
BY T. (i. MOORK
News Editor
The university's Homecoming Committee Tuesday rejected the application
of Tom Schultz. a 25-year-old sophomore
here, for candidacy in the upcoming
election for Homecoming Queen. The
vote was unanimous.
Schultz had filed application papers on
Sept. 25 and was turned down by
Hayward "Skip" Daugherty. director of
Student Activities and Organizations, on
the grounds that Schultz did not meet
contest qualifications because he was
male.
The action taken by the committee
Tuesday was on an appeal by Schultz
asking that he be allowed to run as a precandidate for Queen, of which there are
now 42.

lost the election by a long shot and the
whole thing would have ended there."
Schultz himself does not dispute the
fact that his chances would have been
slim had he been allowed to run. But
according to Schultz, the matter is one of.
principle. "If a majority of the students
on this campus want a female far
Homecoming Queen, fine.
But they
should at least be given the opportunity,
and I should at least be given the opportunity to run for election."
Schultz indicated he would conduct a
write-in campaign for election, but didn't
elaborate.
When asked about the
possibility of a write-in vote for Schultz.
Daugherty said he did not feel it was
allowable under the rules for the election.
He added however, that the matter was
not discussed at Tuesday's committee
meeting. .
Schultz's candidacy has gained some
degree of support from the Student
Senate, which Tuesday night passed a
resolution against the committee's
decision (see separate story).
Roger Burke, a Student Senator and
supporter of Schultz's candidacy, told the
Progress yesterday that an attorney
from Berea has offered to take the
matter to federal court in the form of a
request for a temporary restraining
order to halt the election or crowning of a
Homecoming Queen Burke would not
name the attorney, but indicated he
considers legal action an obvious next
step.
The Student Court, which was
scheduled to hear the case last Thursday,
postponed the hearing until after the
Homecoming Committee had made its
decision. The court will meet at 3:30
this afternoon in conference room C in
the Powell Building
Bowling said he will sit as Chief Justice
at the hearing, but will not vote. Schultz
will be asking the court to order the
Homecoming Committe^to allow him to
run on the grounds that the activity is
financed with student funds in part and
should therefore be open to all students

A campus wide election will be held
Oct 22 which will result in 15 finalists. A
panel of judges from outside the
university community will decide this
year's Homecoming Queen, with the
winner to be announced Nov. 2 during
halftime of theEastern Murray football
game.
Schultz was accompanied at the
committee meeting by J C. Bowling.
Chief Justice of the Student Court
Speaking on behalf of Schultz, Bowling
told the committee that the Homecoming
Queen contest is discriminatory because
it does not give male students the opportunity to run for election.
Bowling told the Progress yesterday "I
think the committee's vote was simply
one of overreaction. If they had let Tom
run without any trouble, he would have

Election turnout
called 'disappointing'
BY DIANA TAYLOR
staff Writer
The elections are over and the new
Student Senate is beginning its year of
legislative action. Voters casting their
ballots for representatives from the five
colleges numbered 766, 22 less than those
voting in the last Senate race. The
results of the referendum on the offcampus housing issue have not yet been
made available, due to a back up in data
processing.
Reaction to the voter turnout in the
Student Association office was one of
disappointment. President Gary Gray
and Vice President Karen Lane both said
that they had expected at least 1000
students to vote.
According to Lane, a possible reason
for the poor showing was that "the race
wasn't that big in the individual colleges
The candidates didn't campaign as
much—there was no door to door
canvassing of the dorms as in previous
years— and the word just didn't get out."
Following is a college-by-college
breakdown of the new representatives:
Arts and Sciences: Total ballots cast—
340. Roger Burke. 178; James R. Carroll,
123; Paul R. Collins, 160; David W
Combs, 141; Marty Craft, 109; Jerry
Frew, 136; Michael E. Green, 154; Billie
J. Howard, 130; Betsy L. Jones, 141;
Mark Jorgensen,93; Lynn A. Maley. 153;
Michael B. Paynter, 129; Randall P
Sanders, 97; Diana J. Taylor, 124, Carla
A. Vaughn, 170; David L. Wentz, 95; Paul
Yerian. 126.

Applied Arts and Technology: Total
ballots cast-120. Peter M Kirchner, 75;
Stephen V. Pulliam. 58; Tom Schultz, 15;
Rusty Seesle, 6; Gary J. Griffith. 7; Lisa
Steele, 5; Lisa Branch.4. Sherry Steeie,
4; Camile Dunn, 4; Mary Carr, 4;
Marilyn Ross, 4; Libby Carter, 4; Maggie
Griswold. 4; Tim Rhodys, 4.
Business. Total ballots castBernard O'Bryan, 47; Robyn Goforth. 45;
Brenda Harmon, 49; Gayle E. Mason, 57;
James Murphy, 49; Terry Scavella, 49;
Michelle R. Wade, 39; Alan McDavitt; 9.
Education: Total ballots cast—87.
Terry Cummings, 56; Michael Duggins.
39; Thomas Findley, 50; Anne Meyer, 49;
Patricia Ober, 38; Chris Stevens, 42;
Carolyn Suit, 44; Sarah Warthman, 43;
Diana Zurface, 40; Gary R. Griffith, 1.
Law Enforcement. Total ballots cast—
118. Rich Ashworth, 52; James Cameron,
49; Jack Daniels. 58; Anita Tyson, 48;
David Wheller. 58; Jeff Williams. 61.

During his campaign tour of Madison County last week, Sen.
Marlow Cook, R-Ky., held a question and answer session with
students in the Kennamer Room of the Powell Building. Cook
told the group of about 100 that the recent Watergate scandals

Senator Cook speaks
(Continued From Page One)
over 70 percent of the national total "
Cook was questioned most often on
issues relating to students, such as
previous and upcoming bills in Congress
dealing with student loans, veterans
education benefits and measures dealing
with higher education.
He told the group he favored making it
easier for students to obtain bank loans
for college, but noted the high default
rate among students. Cook defended his
record on certain education (measures
which he voted against by explaining that
many of the bills included amendments
unrelated to education which he felt were
unneccessary.
Cook also cited the recent controversy
surrounding the abortive chairlif'projecl

Senate opposes rejection
(Continued From Page One)
election to write in tliename of Thomas
Schultz.
The motion failed with seven abstentions.
Burke then revised his
proposal to read that the body oppose the
committee's decision disallowing
Schultz's candidacy.
The revisions
passed.
Reports were

heard

from

Collins, chairman of the elections
committee, on the results of last Thursday's elections (see story this page),
and from David Gibson, student regent,
on last Saturday's Board of Regents'
meeting (see story, page 1).
In the final action of the evening, the
body voted to invote President Martin to
speak to the group and answer questions
at his earliest possible convenience.

Paul

and the pardoning of former President Nixon may hurt his
campaign, but continued his attack against his Democratic
opponent Gov. Wendell Ford.

at Cumberland Falls State Park as
evidence of Gov. Ford's position on
preserving
the
environment.
'Sometimes I think (State Parks
Commissioner) Ewart Johnson wants to
turn every park into a chairlift site.'1
Cook said, adding that the same family
contracted for the Cumberland Falls
project is interested in possibly building
a chairlift at Red River in the future.
The controversial project to construct
a dam on the Red River Gorge was an
inevitable topic, and Cook restated his
opposition to the dam. and labeled as
"incredible" a recent newspaper ad by
the Ford Senate campaign which
depicted the Governor as a friend of the
environment and cited the Red River
Gorge as an example

Asked about Gov. Ford's recent
charges that Cook is not in Kentucky
enough to understand what issues
important, the Senator said that Ford's
ov. n.record for being in thcr state is not.
impressive.
According to Cook, the'
Governor has been out of the state 220
days during his first 900 days in office, or
through June 1 this year.
On inflation, Cook said he has favored
efforts to cut federal spending on "all
levels in the government," adding thatii
the U.S. defense budget was not
"sacrosanct."
"I don't think anybody really believes
the President would have gone to jail,"
Cook said, although he indicated
President Ford's timing may have been
somewhat off in making the pardon

SPECIAL RING DAY

THE 99 CENT EXPERIMENT
What we're talking about is a box - actually two (one for men and
one for women) - that contains $5 to $7 worth of products that you
use almost every day. While you may have some similar products
on hand now, you obviously don't have an endless supply.
The 99 Cent Experiment comes from a hard-working young company that
believes that most forms of advertising are an insult to your intelligence We are
trying to replace product "promises" with honesty - the actual product for you to
try. We are trying to replace "cleverness'1 with generosity - five bucks worth of
products for only 99C is almos.' semi-free. We're trying to replace stupid and costly ad repetition with real value that represents real savings to a student's budget,
as well as a chance to try new items that you may really like.

You can try the products in The 99 Cent Experiment and You judge
their value. Collegians appreciate the difference between promises
and performance.
«
IIyou don't try it, you either don't know about it, you haven't tried it
before, you don't believe in truthful advertising, you don't want to
save money, or you're really wealthy!

SO WHAT PRODUCTS 00 YOU GET
FOR 99 CENTS?
Males Get

Females Get

Raior - TRAC II - $100
Shave Cream - FOAMY - 50C
Aspirin - EXCEDRIN - 39C

Shampoo - EARTHBORN - 89C
Aspirin - EXCEDRIN - 39C
Razor - LADY TRAC II - S1.00
Shave Cream - FOAMY - 50e
Plus - AQUA FRESH & WOOLIT

Listerine
Tegrin Medicated Shampoo
Alberto Balsam Shampoo
Nylon Oupont Comb
Oral B Tooth Brush

Tame Conditioner
Neutrogena Face Soap
Multi Scrub
Ban Anti Perspirant
Sea & Ski Tanning Lotion

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15TH AT THE
UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE FROM
9 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
TRADE IN YOUR OLD SCHOOL RING
FOR AS MUCH AS $31 DOLLARS.
THAT'S RIGHT, UP TO $31 DOLLARS.
FOR YOUR OLD HIGH SCHOOL RING
WE PAY UP TO $19.20.
FOR YOUR OLD COLLEGE RING UP
TO $31 DOLLARS
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15TH ONLY.
ALL TRADE IN RINGS MUST
ACCOMPANY ORDER.

Swiss Miss Instant Coca
Softique Bath Oil

Over three million students have purchased The 99 Cent Experiment There are
only enough available on each campus for one out of six students. Our product is
called Superbox and we would really appreciate ' you purchased our product at:

^be University
Keen Johnson Building
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